Karen Nguyen is founder and CEO of Inspired Art Wine, the only art studio wine bar in Orange County offering a spectrum of classes including recreational and fine arts sessions wine blending workshops, art receptions and professional development. Nguyen founded Inspired Art Wine with a mission to create a fun and creative social space for women and men across all backgrounds, enabling adults to unwind, relax and capture their inner Picasso. Nguyen is also an executive coach for Vistage International, where she leads a private advisory board of CEOs and business owners to think differently, gain insights and make better decisions to generate meaningful results. Previously, she was the head of Worldwide Partner Marketing for Western Digital, where she launched loyalty rewards program for 20,000+ channel partners across 90 countries, managing a team in the Americas, Europe, Asia and traveled/worked in 45+ countries. In 2017, she was honored by the Connected Women of Influence with the "Emerging Women Owned Small Business" award. She earned her M.B.A. from the UC Irvine Paul Merage School of Business and Bachelors from UC Irvine graduating top 5% of her class.